
Health O Meter 594KL Digital Chair Scale,600 lb x 0.2 lb

The new Health-O-Meter 594KL was designed to weigh patients in hospitals that need a chair scale to
be accurately weighed. When someone is disabled, conventional scales simply do not do the trick, and
a digital chair scale is more comfortable for the patient and provide stability and accurate results. 

 

Manufature: Health O Meter
SKU: 594KL 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

The Health-O-Meter 594KL was designed to weigh patients in hospitals that need a chair scale to be
accurately weighed. When someone is disabled, conventional scales simply do not do the trick, and
a digital chair scale is more comfortable for the patient and provide stability and accurate results.

The 594KL is a brand new economically priced digital chair scale. Since the 595KL was
discontinued in 2009, Health-O-Meter replaced it with two new models offering different weighing
capacities and features. This move turns out to really benefit consumers since they can still spend
more for the higher capacity, but may choose something with a few less features to save money.

Healthometer - 594KL Digital Chair Scale 
Value-Added Features - Operating functions (LB/KG Conversion, LB/KG Lock Out, BMI,
Zero, Tare/Pre-Tare, Hold/Release, Reweigh, Recall, Auto Zero, Auto Off) included at no
additional cost
Easy to Use - Clearly marked buttons make it easy to operate
Moveable Arm & Footrest - The flip-arm and footrest allows for easier patient access and
patient comfort
Sturdy Construction - The sturdy construction of this scale provides a stable base that does
not shake 

Specifications



Model: 594KL
Capacity x
Resolution

(lbs)
600 lb x 0.2 lb

Capacity x
Resolution

(kgs)
270 kg x 0.1 kg

Units Pounds or Kilograms
Seat

Dimensions 
18" x 18.5 
457 mm x 470 mm

Display 1 3/8 / 35 mm LCD

Features Movable Arms, Folding Foot Rest & Side Arms, Heavy-duty wheels for mobility, Low
battery Indicator

Functions LB/KG Conversion, LB/KG Lock Out, BSA, BMI, Zero, Tare, Hold/Release, Auto
Zero, Auto Off, 

Power 100-240V adapter (included), 6 AA batteries (not included)
Product

Footprint
(w x d x h):

23 1/4" x 40 1/8" x 37 7/8"

Wheels 4 Casters for ease of movement
Warranty: 2 years
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